St starting point is your doctor

Suicide Prevention
It’s Every Body’s Business!

Vote 1

WANTED!
No.1 Antidote to Suicide!
What do Rabbits and Smileys have in common?
They can both multiply very rapidly!
What's a Smiley got in common with the Asian FLU?
They're BOTH highly contagious!!
Now in doing some extensive research for this Advert, burrowing deeply into
the warrens of the internet, I managed to unearth :- Sir Isaac Newton's little
known and long forgotten First Law for Reproduction of the Smiley ...
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Laughter! It's the closest distance - between 2 people!!
Not only is our world a happier place to live in when there are Smileys
around, but happy people are much less likely to Suicide! And the best way
to generate Smileys is to have 2 people together - another powerful antidote
to Suicde in itself! Our Communities always have happy people in them, we
just need MORE - because happiness and positive thinking 'rubs off'.
I 'spotlight' 3 such people. Bruce Hancock from PIRSA. When talking to Bruce
on the phone - it's like the sun is coming out of your earpiece! Ian Ross, my
nieghbour had his first triple bypass at age 56, and is still going strong with a
twinkle in his eye at 85. And my dear Uncle Bill who flew 'whispering death'
Beaufighter Bombers during WW2. Despite this - he lived another 66 years,
just made it to 100, largely due to his positive attitude and sense of humour!
Happy people make 'happy places' like our homes, businesses, pubs and
clubs! An excellent example is the Cafe Nova in Gawler where Happiness and
Laughter is always 'on the menu', and always 'on the house!' This doesn't
happen 'by accident', it's an 'ethic' in the Management and ALL the Staff!
Remember the reverse of all of this is true. Avoid depressed, unhappy
places/spaces and while being caring/respectful to anyone around you who
may be depressed - spend plenty of time around sunny, positive people!
Written by Tim Barritt, funded by a caring Barossa Sponsor.
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